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SOM Baseball Utilities Help (for v2024a as of Feb 18, 2024) 
Updates from previous version, 2023c, are marked with a red border  
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Toolbar Definitions 
Home Home page listing all the utilities. 
Reload Reload the current page. 
Back Go back one page. 
Forward Go forward one page. 
Print Print all data in the window. Left margin should be wide enough to 

handle a 3-hole punch. 
Zoom Out Zoom page Out or In. At this time, your personal Zoom Out/In is 

unable to be saved from session to session. Zoom In 
Select All Select all data in the window. 
Copy Copy all data in the window to the Windows clipboard. 
Select And Copy Select and copy all data in the window to the Windows clipboard. 
E-Mail Does a Select and Copy and opens your email client. See below 

comments. 
Feedback Always welcomed. Click this and you will be sent to a web site 

page to enter feedback. 
Help Guide SOM Baseball Utilities help guide. 
Change Log Lists updates to the SOM Baseball Utilities program. 
Donate Always welcomed to offset the costs of software, labor, server 

fees, etc. to support this free SOM Baseball Utilities program. 
Exit Quit SOM Baseball Utilities. 
Open E-Mail: All email clients have limitations on what can be pasted inside the body 
when using the mailto protocol. For example, Outlook limits body text size and refuses to 
open a mailto link with a long body of text. Rather than open an email client, paste 
output from SOM Baseball Utilities, and get unpredictable results, the Open E-Mail icon 
will do a Select and Copy then open your email client. From your email client you can 
then do a manual paste (CTRL-V or a mouse option) to paste the output. 
 

Default Search Folder 
Any utility that requires a folder will give you the option to select a previously 
requested folder (up to 30). This saves you time by eliminating folder popup/search. 
The main page displays a Use your default search folder and a link to change it. When 
selecting a folder, the search will start at this default folder, which can reduce time 
selecting a commonly used folder. You can turn this on and off using the checkbox. 
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Utilities 

Game Related 

 Box Score 
Build your own box score data from an existing computer game box score. Great for 
printing or pasting game results into an email. 
 
“What to Display” checkboxes can be set to your liking. Just check the ones you want 
and the program will remember for future use.  
 
At one time you can select up to 20 box scores. After submit, the multiple files will be 
sorted by filename (or date if using game generated box scores). Therefore you don't 
have to worry about the selection order. 

 Display Lineups 
Display small lineup card(s), from the lup (automatic lineup) file. Good for seeing more 
detail (batting order, full name, position, and starting pitcher) within the lup file. 
 
Six lineups will fit on one page. You may have to reset some of your print dialog 
settings to fit six. For example, turn off displaying header and footer information, set 
margins to minimum, etc. 

 Display Transactions Plus 
Reads a trn (transaction) file and displays the player’s full name. You can choose to 
read the entire trn file or a certain time frame. You can also display only certain type of 
transactions and transactions for one team. 

 Player W-L Count When Starting 
Display a team’s Win-Loss record for starting players at each position. Good for seeing 
how your team does when starting a player at a certain position.  

 Team League Stats 
Display team detail stats for all teams not just one team. Uses Team Detail report. 
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 Who Is Hot, Who Is Not 
Display a team’s stats by date range, x amount of recent games, or all games by 
reading box scores. All stat columns are sortable.  If there are duplicate names in a box 
score, the utility will try to determine the correct teams. It helps if the Scoresheet is in 
the box score. 

Commissioner Tools 

 Active Roster Positions + Minors 
List a team’s active players by position. You can use this to ensure a team (or many teams 
at once) has adequate depth at every defensive position. Also handles use of OF mobility. 
Now includes players in the minors (noted in italic). 

 Adjust Roster Stats 
Display adjusted AB (or AB+BB) and IP to any percentage value you want. Output will 
display as rounded, rounded up, and rounded down. Can be useful to compute percentage 
values the computer game does not support, such as ".07" (maybe for a playoff round). 
Also useful for a league with adjusted usage. Example, your league allows usage up to 
110%. Enter “1.1” and it will display the max AB (or AB+BB) and IP usage for each player. 
 
Note: Note: The roster files do not display PA. Therefore only AB+BB can be done for 
approximate PA. 

 Build Game Record Book 
Builds Single Season (by reading box scores) and Consolidated Seasons game record files. 
For Single Season and Consolidated Seasons, you will be presented with a list of over 70 
stats to collect. You choose which stats you want and the minimum 'target' value for each 
stat. For Single Season, you chose the folder where the box scores reside (normally located 
in the Print folder). For Consolidate Seasons, you chose the folder where previously created 
Single Season files reside to create one consolidated record file. 
 
Quick start for a Single Season: 
Do Select All for Team, Batting, Pitching, and Miscellaneous. Check box for MINRK. Select 
Folder. Patiently wait as it reads box scores. Creates record book with over 80 game 
stats! 
 
Single Season and Consolidate Seasons will create the following three files: 

1. Formatted text game record file (also used for with Consolidate Seasons) 
records-foldername.prt  

2. Text file containing HTML code for records. 
records-foldername.txt 

3. HTML file that contains the above txt file. 
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records-foldername.html 
 

The foldername is the folder where your box scores reside (for Single Season) and record 
files (for Consolidate Seasons). All files are placed in the chosen box score or consolidated 
seasons folder (explained later). 
 
Note: Three additional support files are placed in the folder: “record-book-
background.png”, “boxscore.html”, and records- foldername.log. The html file uses the 
background image. To avoid embedding the image into the html (a process that can slow 
down a web page), the image is copied to the folder. This way you can update the CSS in 
the html file if you wish to change the image or remove it. The “boxscore.html” file is used 
with the html file to display a game record box score. The records- foldername.log is used 
for diagnostics. 
 
Before you begin, please look at the “Build Game Record Book - Stat Cross Reference 
Guide” and “Build Game Record Book - Output Files Reference Guide”. 
 
The stats collection process is the same for Single Season and Consolidate Seasons. The 
only difference is the folder location of what to collect (explained below). 
The collection is broken into four sections: 
 

1. Team 
2. Batting (also has fielding) 
3. Pitching 
4. Miscellaneous 

 
Each section has its own checkbox Select / Deselect and a set of default targets. 
When presented with the Select What To Collect page, you check the stats you wish to 
collect and enter a target value. The target value is the minimum stat value to collect. For 
example, if you entered 4 for “Most Home Runs – 1 Team”, you will get a list of all teams 
that hit four or more Home Runs in a game. 
 
After selecting the appropriate folder, the process will read the files in the folder (box 
scores for Single Season, record files for Consolidate Seasons), display results, and build the 
files.  
 
Important: To eliminate the need to enter multiple file name inputs, you will not be 
presented with a dialog to choose the output file names. Instead each file will be created 
“new” and OVERWRITE any existing Build Record Book files (the three output files and the 
two additional support files). And only these files (it will not touch existing box scores or 
other files). 

https://netplaybaseball.com/utilities/documents/Build%20Game%20Record%20Book%20-%20Stat%20Cross%20Reference%20Guide.pdf
https://netplaybaseball.com/utilities/documents/Build%20Game%20Record%20Book%20-%20Stat%20Cross%20Reference%20Guide.pdf
https://netplaybaseball.com/utilities/documents/Build%20Game%20Record%20Book%20-%20Output%20Files%20Reference%20Guide.pdf
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MINRK 
Minimum Rank (MINRK) is an alternative to using targets for each stat. When MINRK is 
checked, you tell the utility to display a minimum amount of records (rank) per stat. All 
targets are temporarily set to 1 (LHA, ATTL, and TIMEF are set to infinity), except Team 
RISP uses the AB target. You may find MINRK easier to use than individual targets. 
 
If MINRK is your choice of collection, the only target you need to be concerned about is 
Team RISP. You need to find the best AB target. One way to do that is to run utility “Collect 
Data From Box Scores”, and select Team RISP. It will provide a league average team RISP AB 
per game.  
 
Save Input Data…  
This is where you can save your checkbox and default values for future reference and use. 
It’s highly recommended you do this for your stats. The defaults are a starting point. But as 
you run the process you will, most likely, adjust target values for the season / era you are 
collecting. 
 
Load Input Data…  
This is where you load your Saved Input Data files. 
 
records-foldername.html and boxscore.html 
 
These two files were written in HTML to avoid the user requiring a server-side process 
required for, example, php. The records-foldername.txt contains a link to each record’s box 
score (click on date to see box score). As stated earlier, this file is embedded in records-
foldername.html. All HTML files can be modified to your liking. Server-side processes make 
this a whole lot easier to manage, but not everyone has that capability. 
Single Season Process 
 
This is where you start by creating game record files for each individual season. 
Consolidate Seasons Process 
 
You use previously created Single Season files (the txt files containing HTML code for 
records) to create the consolidated game record files. The reason to use the txt files is 
because they contain the links to box scores. You will pick the folder where these Single 
Season files reside. In this folder (and it can be any folder) make sure it only contains Single 
Season files - the program will read all files (except a previous created consolidated txt file).  
 
*** Suggestion for picking Consolidate Seasons folder *** 
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Create a new folder in the Strat-O-Matic/Print folder and call it your league name 
(example: DBBL). Place all the previous DBBL Single Season game record book txt files there 
and run Consolidate Seasons. It will also use the folder name in the title. Example: 
DBBL Game Record Book - 6 years (1903-1908) 
 
Consolidate Seasons cannot capture stats for players not listed in a Single Season txt file but 
could be a part of “8 by 54 players” reference.  
 
If box scores reside somewhere else (on local PC or server) or moved, you can change the 
link in the HTML file. 
 
Important Notes 
 

• Generally speaking, if you set stat targets where a stat fills up a screen, that’s 
probably good enough when running Consolidate Seasons.  

• Do not modify the txt files before using Consolidate Seasons. 
• Avoid using multiple zero targets. Doing one stat, at zero, is ok. But doing many will 

cause the program to probably timeout or crash.   
• Run times will vary based on your computer. To process about 2500 box scores, 

using an Intel® Core™ i7 CPU, the Single Season process takes about 40 seconds. 
Consolidate Seasons takes about 5 seconds. 

• Max execution times set to 2 minutes. Your PC mileage may vary. 
• Depending on your PC’s processor and memory, may be a good idea to avoid a lot 

consecutive Single Season runs. Exit program and restart every five or so. 

 Compare Fielding to Roster 
List players who played a position not listed on the team roster. You use computer Roster 
and Team Fielding - Traditional reports as input. You have the option to be strict with OF 
positions. Meaning, the played OF position must match Roster. You can process one team 
or an entire league. Note: If a team has players with the same first initial and last name, 
check the data. Due to the way SOM formats the output, the correct data may not be 
displayed for these players. 

 Compare PAC to PBP 
Compare PAC to PBP, noting outs, hits, PA, and other plays. You use computer PAC and PBP 
files as input. You can enter one set of PAC and PBP files or read an entire folder of files. 
When using a folder, the utility will find all files that have “PAC” in the filename, and try to 
find the matching PBP file. If you use the folder option, each game's PAC and PBP must 
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have (or very close to) the same time stamp. If all games in folder have similar time stamps, 
you cannot use folder option. 
 
Note: Baseball is a funny game. Every day something new comes up that we have never 
seen before. This utility has been tested with hundreds of PAC and PBP files, and believe all 
play possibilities have been captured, but the unexpected may have been missed. If the 
totals do not match, do not assume they are correct. Check the output and files. It's 
possible a particular play was not recognized or an error occurred. The play-by-play can, 
sometimes, be random.  And sometimes (very rare) PBP text gets repeated. Review the 
reported issues or please let me know if you see a problem. Thank you. 

 Find Missing Game Files 
Tries to find missing game files. It cannot determine if both game files from a game are 
missing, but it can try to determine if one of the two game files is missing. The utility will 
search for only files that start with an extension of V or H. Examples: 1976OS9A.V08 or 
1976OS9A.H08. 

 Games Not Played and Played 
List computer games not played and played within a specific period of time. You use 
computer Schedule and Line Scores reports as input. Great for commissioners who 
wish to notify their league of game status.  

 Identify Missing BOX and PAC Files 
Identify BOX and PAC files, for completed games, that do not exist in a folder. Can be  
used to identify files that did not successfully download from the Cloud. 

 Pitchers From Box Scores 
List pitchers and rest by reading the Box Scores. You use computer League Overview 
report to get list of teams in league and Roster Report (optional) to get a pitcher’s *-
RATING. You then choose the type of report (Starting Pitching Totals, Game Detail, or 
Game Detail & Starting Pitching Totals) along with options on how to calculate rest. 
For starting pitchers, the utility computes days (or games) since last started and 
pitched. For relievers, the utility computes days since last start. Great way to 
determine if pitchers are getting proper starter rest. 

 Starting Pitchers Rest 
List starting pitching, and rest (either days or games), between starts for a team. You 
use computer game Schedule Report, normally located in the Print folder. The 
pitcher’s last game will be counted towards >4D. Traded pitchers will not be displayed 
(they are not included in Starter Schedule), therefore team total may not match total 
games. 
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Note: Please note that these starting pitchers may not necessarily be the ones who 
actually started a game. SOM does not provide a team report that lists who started a 
game. This utility can help with leagues that submit CM's for a block, etc. A 
Commissioner can run this utility to ensure proper rest has been given to pitchers 
before starting play.  
 
Starting Pitchers Rest was previously called Starting Pitching Days Rest From CM. 
 
Sister utility Starter Schedule Report provides a detail game-by-game list of starting 
pitchers. 

 Usage Data 
List players in a league that have x amount or fewer AB, PA, or IP left. You use 
computer Display Usage report as input to this utility. Great for commissioners who 
wish to remind their league of players nearing their usage limits. 

Miscellaneous 

 Ballpark Location 
This drag-and-drop utility will create or update a location (.loc) file. Used with ballpark 
images to set locations for fielders, runners, fences, etc. An alternative to computer 
game Edit Ballpark Locations. 
 
Ballpark images (.bmp) and location (.loc) files are located in the Data folder. 

Utility will not update your original LOC file. Instead it will create a new LOC file with a 
timestamp (you also have the option to change this timestamped file name). You can 
then rename your original LOC file to something else and rename the new LOC file to 
the original name. 

When creating a LOC, default values are set for Miscellaneous Inputs. 

 Change Scheduler Order 
This utility will create new schedule file(s) with each day sorted as follows: 
1) Day games by home team time zone. 
2) Night games by home team time zone. 

 
If using pitcher schedule (a schpit.txt file), enter an existing pitcher schedule file 
located in the Rosters folder. Example: 1967NLschpit.txt. The utility will create a new 
pitcher schedule and a new game schedule file.  
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If not using pitcher schedule, enter an existing game schedule file (exported from 
Schedule Maintenance as explained below). New game schedule file is created.  
How the utility works and what you need to know/do: 
 
1. Make sure the league has not started. 
2. The schpit.txt file (example: 1967NLschpit.txt) is located in the Rosters folder. 

If you are using pitcher schedule, copy (save it) to another location. Else 
ignore. 

3. Get and save the existing game schedule. Select the league, go to top menu 
and select League -> Schedule Maintenance -> Export. It will be placed in the 
Export folder. Copy (save it) to another location. 

4. Use the schpit.txt or game schedule as input to this utility. 
5. If using pitcher schedule, utility will create new schpit and game schedule 

files. If only using game schedule, utility will create new game schedule file. 
Like the originals, their contents will be in the same format. 

6. The new game schedule needs to be imported in the computer game. Select 
the league, go to top menu and select League -> Schedule Maintenance -> 
Import. If Import is not displayed it means the league has already started and 
you cannot update the files. This needs to be done before placing a new schpit 
file in Rosters folder. 

7. If using pitcher schedule, the new schpit.txt file (with the proper name such as 
1967NLschpit.txt) needs to be placed in the Rosters folder. 

8. To back out, reinstall the league rosters or place the backed up copy of schpit 
file (if using pitcher schedule) to the Rosters folder and Import the previously 
exported game schedule. 

 
Current team list, with time zones, is available for review. 

 Cleanup Folders 
Identify, and remove, files you no longer need in a game folder. It will never modify 
the original folder. 
 
Under certain circumstances, some of the game folders will never remove files (which 
can lead to very large folders). This utility can help identify what is in a folder and 
presents a way to copy what you wish to keep (and eventually delete). The utility 
never deletes anything. It presents options for you decide what to do.  

 Collect Data From Box Scores 
Collect data for Attendance, Cycles, Injuries, No-Hitters, Shutouts, Time, Team RISP, 
Triple Plays, Weather, Web Gems, and eight other collections (see below) from box 
scores. You can collect by league, team and date range. 
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Attendance – Displays league average and league average by month. For team, total 
attendance, average per game, smallest and largest games. User can sort team data. 
User can display a table of all box scores displaying Attendance. Has a link to each box 
score. 
 
Cycles – Displays players who hit for the cycle (SI, DO, TR, HR) in a game. User can 
display a table of all box scores displaying Date and Player. Has a link to each box 
score.  
 
Injuries – Displays number of games with injuries, total injuries, how many times 
players are injured for x amount of games, and injury count (along with pct) by month. 
User can display a table of all box scores displaying Date and Injury. Has a link to each 
box score. User can also display a table of all injured players, number of times injured, 
injury instances, and the total games injured. User can sort player data.  
 
No-Hitters – Displays all no-hitter games, including multi-pitcher no-hitters. Displays 
line score and pitcher stats. Has a link to each box score. 
 
Shutouts - Displays all shutout games, including multi-pitcher shutouts. Displays line 
score and pitcher stats. Has a link to each box score. 
 
Team RISP – Displays each team’s RISP (Runners In Scoring Position) hits, at-bats, and 
batting average. Displays for away, home, and all games. Also displays league 
averages. User can sort team data. User can display a table of all box scores displaying 
Date and RISP. Has a link to each box score.  
 
Time – Displays league averages (Game, Fastest, Slowest) for and league average by 
month. For team, average per game, fastest and slowest games. User can sort team 
data. User can display a table of all box scores displaying Time. Has a link to each box 
score. 
 
Triple Plays – Displays teams who turned triple plays in a game. User can display a 
table of all box scores displaying Date and Team. Has a link to each box score. 
 
Walk-off HR’s - Displays players who hit a walk-off HR. You have the option to use box 
scores or PAC files to find the walk-off. The box score file must have the Scoresheet. 
The PAC is quicker and accurate. User can display a table of all box scores and PAC files 
displaying Date and Player. 
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Weather – Displays league total and monthly counts for Good, Average, and Bad 
weather (along with pct). For team, total counts for Good, Average, and Bad weather 
(along with pct). User can sort team data. User can display a table of all box scores 
displaying Weather. Has a link to each box score. 
 
WebGems – Displays number of games with web gems, total web gems, and type of 
web gems. User can display a table of all box scores displaying Date and Web Gem. 
Has a link to each box score. User can also limit display to certain type of Web Gem’s. 
User can also display a table of all players who had a Web Gem, the number of times 
the player had a particular type of Web Gem, and total Web Gem’s. User can sort 
player data.  
 
Other collections: 

1.  x or less hits by a team 
2.  x or more runs by a team 
3.  x or more hits by a team 
4.  x or more inning games 
5.  x or more runs by a player 
6.  x or more hits by a batter 
7.  x or more HRs by a batter 
8.  x or more RBIs by a batter 
9.  x or more Ks by a pitcher 
10.  x or more SB’s by a player 
where x = any number (with limits) you wish to enter. 
 

Displays games meeting criteria along with box score list. 

 Collect Data From PAC Files 
Displays PAC file information such as dice rolls and splits. Numerous output settings 
(graphs and plots by game and/or grand totals). Wealth of information to select, 
collect, and display. Can select by league, team or player. Note: Avoid using Dice Plot 
with lots of PAC files. The program may use lots of computer resources. Start small 
(limit selections) then work your way up. 

 Comparison Report 
Displays report comparing actual batting average and ERA vs replay for players and 
teams, in numbers and graphs. You can display one team or entire league, limit display 
to players that meet replay minimums in AB and IP, and can choose to display player 
and/or team lists (one table that compares entire league). Use computer Comparison  
Report as input to this utility. 
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 Remove Formatting From PRT Files 
Remove formatting ([0], [1], etc.) from all PRT files in a folder. This is helpful if you look 
at PRT files (example: box scores) outside the computer game and did not uncheck 
“Save formatting to prt files” under Options -> Miscellaneous.  
 
Utility will not update the original files in the folder. Instead, it will create a temporary 
folder to store the updated files. The temporary folder will be the same name as the 
original folder but with a timestamp suffix (-yymmdd-hhmmss). Example: 1976AL-
220115-051022. The timestamp will always be unique. It will not copy nor update non-
PRT files and subfolders into the temporary folder. After selecting the folder, you will 
be prompted to continue or stop. 
 
If you wish to play it safe, backup your league (checking Print) before running this 
utility. 

 Search Box Scores 
Search box scores for specified text. This utility can help find games where a player 
played a specific position. Or really just about anything. 
 
Box score filenames should follow SOM file naming convention. Example: BOX 07-04-
1976 CIN @ LAN.prt. If you search the ones the game creates, all should be fine. 
Search Text 1 is required. All other fields are optional. 
 
Team: Search box scores only for this name in the filename. Example: CIN. 
 
Each text search input must be found on the same line within the box score. Use 
of Link will condense your search as follows: Ensures Search 2 is no more than 11 
characters to the right of Search 1. You could search for a player and a position he 
played. For example “B.Ruth RF,LF,1B,CF”. You could link “B.Ruth” with “CF” and only 
Ruth playing CF would display. If you do not link, another CF may appear. Examples: 
 
Search 1: B.Ruth  Search 2: CF  not Linked. The output may look like: 
 

B.Ruth RF  5 1 2 2 .481   T.Speaker CF 4 1 0 0 .320 
 

Because it will search for both “B.Ruth” and “CF”. 
 
Search 1: B.Ruth  Search 2: CF  and Linked. The output may look like: 
 

B.Ruth CF  3 1 3 4 .432   T.Speaker CF 5 1 1 0 .300 
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Because it will search for both “B.Ruth” and “CF” close together. Or, generally, on the 
same team in box score. 
Other search examples: 
Find Triple plays:    Search 1: TRIPLE PLAYS 
Find Web gems:     Search 1: WEB GEMS 
Find Web gems for just team CIN: Team: CIN Search 1: WEB GEMS 

You may also select case-sensitive or case-insensitive search. This also impacts the 
Team input. 

After submit, the box score associated with the matching search is displayed, along 
with the box score text. You can open the box score (it will open using the program on 
your computer associated with .PRT files, such as Notepad). The box score will still 
display the SOM special formatting/print characters such as [1]. 

 Search PAC Files 
Search PAC files for specified text.  
 
PAC filenames should follow SOM file naming convention. Example: PAC 07-04-
1976 CIN @ LAN.prt. If you search the ones the game creates, all should be fine. 

 Search PBP Files 
Search PBP (Play-By-Play) files for specified text.  
PBP filenames should follow SOM file naming convention (filenames start with "PBP" 
with a .prt extension). If you search the ones the game creates, all should be fine. 
 
Search Text is required. You may also select case-sensitive or case-insensitive search.  
Example search: A balk has been called! 

After submit, the PBP file associated with the matching search is displayed, along with 
the PBP text. You can open the PBP file (it will open using the program on your 
computer associated with .PRT files, such as Notepad).  

 Starter Schedule Report 
A detail game-by-game list of starting pitchers set in the CM. You use computer 
Schedule Report and Roster Report (optional) as input to this utility. 
 
Note: Please note that these starting pitchers may not necessarily be the ones who 
actually started a game. 
 
Starter Schedule Report was previously called Starting Pitchers From CM. 
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Sister utility Starting Pitchers Rest calculates days (or games) rest between starts. 

 Update Standings Report 
Allows you to create a new Standings report with actual last games played and streak 
information. You can also change the number of Last Games reported from the default 
of 10 to any number from 10 to 99.  
 

Notes/Suggestions 
 
If you wish the application to remain maximized next time you use it, click the Window 
x in the upper right hand corner (not the X icon). This seems to be a bug. 
 
To reset / remove all the global variables, go to: 

C:\Users\[Username]\AppData\Local\ExeOutput\UserApplication 
     where [Username] is unique to your computer.  
You can delete the UserApplication folder and this should remove persistent 
global variables. When program restarts, a new UserApplication folder is created. 
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Summary of Files/Reports Used in Utilities 
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Screenshots and Examples 
(Utilities use same font size but screenshots may appear different to fit 
within this document, and may be a bit blurry due to pasting images) 

 
 
 

 
 
Example of selected output for a Sep 27, 2020 game (you can do more than one game): 
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Example for Aug 4, 2020 ARN game (you can do more than one team or date): 
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List of transactions for Aug 3, 2020: 
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Example for ARN from Aug 4 – Aug 20: 
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Example: 
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Example for ARN (10 Recent Games): 
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Example for two teams (you can do one or more teams): 
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Example for ARN (you can do one or more teams): 
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Two record examples: 
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Example (you can do one or more teams): 
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The output is extensive. And will display discrepancies between PAC and PBP. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Example: 
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Example: 
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With a Roster file: 

 
Example (partial list): 
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Without a Roster file: 

 
 
Example (partial list): 
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Example for ARN (you can do one or more teams): 
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Example (partial list): 
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Ballpark Location (continued) 
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Example (partial list): 
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Example (partial list): 
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3 or more HRs by a batter example: 
 

 
 
22 or runs by a team example: 
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Web Gems example (partial list): 
 

 
 
No-Hitters example (partial list): 
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Dice Rolls for ARN example (you can do one or more teams): 

 
 
Splits for ARN example: 
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Team example: 

 
 
All teams (league) ERA example (partial list): 
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After selecting folder, it will ask for confirmation: 
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Example (partial list): 
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Example (partial list): 
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Example: 
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ARN example (partial list): 
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Example (partial report): 
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